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Abstract— In cloud computing environment, data centers are used to provide the services to storage computation. Most of the applications storing the data in data centers. Now a day’s even terabytes of data are supposed to be stored in data centers of cloud. The input datasets are geographically distributed on data centers. In many of the real applications, the data centers need to handle more requests. In order to handle more requests by the data centers, it uses more resources. So to reduce the resources used by the data centers, we designed a framework which is using the agents with MapReduce functionality. The MapReduce mechanism is commonly used for processing large datasets. In this paper, we analyse the possible ways of executing jobs and used to determine the scheduling of job sequences with respect to the execution time and monetary cost by the MapReduce functionality. Our evaluation shows that using MapReduce functionality with agents improves the processing time and cost of geographical distribution of datasets across data centers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of internet access and internet speed has a result to cause vast amount of data available online. In addition, many applications have created large volume of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data called big data, which needs to be processed and analyzed. Big data analysis represents one of the major challenges of this era. In cloud computing environment data centers are used to store data being collected from various levels of resources. Data centers [5] are increased their number and their volume size in the cloud environment. Much number of applications can use this type of environments for computation of tasks easily. Data centers mainly consist of servers, data storage and LANs. Data centers are connected to the rest of the network through a gateway. Servers are responsible for handling the user requests based on their computation and as well as allocation of resources based on their need of computation. The server performance depends on the computational tasks held by the server. Data centers mainly concerns with server management, power consumption, security, data management and performance. Virtualized environments can simplify the cluster management. In public cloud or private cloud, virtual machines are running on many interactive applications like web servers. Number of users can share a single server and increases the utilization of resources through server virtualization [6]. These will help to increase the efficiency, but is challenging to analysing the workloads. Massive computing clusters are increases for computation of workloads. The cost of these clusters makes it critical to improve their operating efficiency and also energy. Consequently, there is an effort to improve the energy efficiency and workload efficiency for data centers at both academic and industry level.
A. Data Geographical Distribution

More and more applications data on cloud data centers are geographical distributed for any of the subsequent reasons:

1. Data is stored in nearest respective sources or frequently accessed components which can be distributed globally [3], but the data is analyzed globally. Suppose a regional based organization produces data sets being managed to provide localized fast access for common operations (e.g., sales). All data sets are analysed as a whole.

2. Data is gathered [4] and stored by different data centers shared towards a common goal. Example (2) data stored collected and stored (thousands of GBs respectively) for global analytics.

3. Data is replicated across data centers for availability. Example (3) is used to overcome failures but don’t replicate all the data items on data centers this will leads to waste the resources [7].

Although how to analyze such geographical distributed datasets most efficiently with a MapReduce functionality? Suppose administrator to execute multiple datasets across data centers if support all [2]. Gathering all datasets to one place called one data center agent from all data centers. Data center agent is responsible to gathering all data sets across all data centers. After gathering perform MapReduce operations on all datasets.

In brief, MapReduce functionality works by divides the input datasets into smaller chunks and these processing in a parallelize steps. In MapReduce job, mapper and reducer are essential functions. In mapper function, set of mapper process reads respective input datasets chunks and produces <key, value> pairs called “intermediate values”. In reducer function, each reducer process applies the reduction based on aggregate function, set of mapper process reads respective input datasets chunks and produces <key, value> pairs called “intermediate values”. In reducer function, each reducer process applies the reduction based on aggregate functions to all values of each key assigned to it. The concerns in data centers are server management, data management, and performance are easily achieved through the MapReduce functionality. MapReduce enhances the computational resources in the cloud computing environment.

B. Job Scheduling Sequences

MapReduce jobs are executed on a given input datasets by applying the first job on the given input dataset, applying the second job on the output and so on like this. Page Rank [8] is an algorithm which constructs a graph for handling the large web caches through intra-page relationships. Hash tree generation [9] is used to perform the integrity of data. In hash tree each level can be generated by using MapReduce jobs from leaves in a graph, which represents the original input dataset. Repeatedly, distinct MapReduce jobs are applied in sequence order performing the same job than the iterative order. Using Pig to explain complex data analysis tasks with data-flow graphs from MapReduce jobs are generated automatically. When MapReduce jobs are performed in sequence the possible number of schedules increases significantly. We use the DTG (Data Transformation Graph) algorithm [10] is optimized schedule for performing the sequence of MapReduce jobs and also data center infrastructure. DTG algorithm schedule is also used to optimize the execution time and execution cost. So our solution is to determine the execution time and execution cost of MapReduce jobs across data centers and also identifies the data center loading per hour also calculates the data transfer cost of data center. MapReduce operations are performed within one or more data centers using clusters available in each of the available data centers.

C. Agents

Software agents [11] can be used for implementing the intelligence in cloud computing. These are flexible in the resource management and also running in large scale applications. In this paper we are using the agents for gathering the data across all data centers. So we implement the data center agent for that concern. Data center agent monitors the all data centers which are connected to data center agent. Data center agent can act as a single data center.

The remainder of the paper is represented as Section 2 describes background information on MapReduce Functionality. Section 3 describes the System Model Implementation. Section 4 describes Performance Calculation. Section 5 represents Conclusion of paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section describes the trendy Hadoop open source Apache Project also its MapReduce functionality.

1. Hadoop

Hadoop [1] is a free open source frame work for distributed applications. It provides reliability, scalability and also provides new methodology to storing and processing data in distributed environments. It implements MapReduce model using Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS is having high availability and unlimited storage. It is store the input and output files but not storing the intermediate results on the mapper phase. Hadoop provides a feature called Replication. By default Hadoop provides Replication for the data is...
HDFS is highly fault-tolerance and is used to deploy on low cost hardware. It provides high throughput access to application data and is suitable for applications that have large datasets. Hadoop architecture follows master-slave model. Job Tracker is a master node divides the works into tasks. Also take decisions on task assignments. Name Node manages the Name Spaces. It contains all information about data. There is only one Name Node in each cluster. Secondary Name Node to overcome the failure of Name Node. Data Node holds the actual file system data. One or more Data Nodes in each cluster. Task Tracker accepts tasks from Job Tracker and processes the data.

2. MapReduce Functionality

MapReduce functionality [12] consists of two functions called mapper and reducer functions. The execution of these two functions in phases. A MapReduce job divides the input dataset into individual chunks which are processed with mapper function in parallel. The framework shuffle and sorts the outputs of the mapper phase, which are then input to the reducer phase. Typically both the input and output of the jobs are stored in a file system called HDFS. The framework takes care of scheduling, monitoring of tasks and re-executes of failed tasks. The MapReduce framework operates exclusively on <key, value> pairs, that is, the framework views the input to the job as a set of <key, value> pairs and produces a set of <key, value> pairs as the output of the job, conceivably of different types. Input and Output types of a MapReduce job:

(Input) <k1, v1> -> map -> <k2, v2> -> combine -> <k2, v2> -> reduce -> <k3, v3> (Output).

III. IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation process of the model.

A. Data and System

Suppose we have n data centers, named by DC1, DC2, DC3, ..., DCn with input datasets ds1, ds2, ds3, ..., dsn respectively. The total amount of input dataset is |ds| = \sum ds. The total bandwidth between the data centers is DCa and DCb, (a!=b) is given by Ba and the cost of transferring a unit of data between the same two data centers is Ca.

User requests can transfers to the data centers by using service broker policy. Service broker policy [24] [12] setup with closest data center and optimize response time policies. Based on requirement of user requests, the requests are moved to data centers by service broker policy.

User requests are not directly sends to the data centers. User requests are handled by the service broker policy. The service broker policy has setup with mainly nearest data center and optimizes response time. Based on the user request the service broker policy transfers their requests to appropriate data centers. After that assigns user requests with scheduling to execution of user requests.

Scheduling also key factor is in this work. In hadoop, fair [13] and FIFO [14] are the common used schedulers. And most advanced scheduling strategies available for Hadoop framework are dynamic priority scheduler [15], Hadoop capacity [16]. In this work, we used the Round robin [17] and throttled [18] scheduling mechanisms to handling the tasks. Internet characteristics plays vital role in this work. Delay Matrix [19] and Bandwidth Matrix [20]. Transmission delay is defined between regions. It is calculated in milliseconds. Bandwidth is allocated to each region in terms of Mbps. Data centers are configured with these attributes are operating system, hardware architecture type, VM cost, memory cost, storage cost, data storage cost, physical hardware units. User requests are configure with requests per hour, data size per hour.

B. Operations

Data Transform Graph algorithm performing on given input dataset. The sequence of MapReduce jobs mr1, mr2, ..., mrn have to be executed on two phases called mapper and reducer phases.

![Fig. 1: Example of DTG for MapReduce Sequence for single job executing on data centers](image-url)
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Before performing MapReduce phase, Data center agent gathers all the information from across all data centers and hosts a MapReduce cluster. After completion of mapper phase, the data center agent sends the mapper phase intermediate results to appropriate data centers for reducer operation. After completion of reducer phase the data center agent retrieves all reduce phase results for results.

**Data center Agent**

Data center agent is responsible for receiving and sending the processing requests from across all data centers. A Data center agent receives all information from all data centers and submits inputs to VM. Reduce phase starts only when map phase completed. Data center agent is constructed with ABLE (Agent Building and Learning Environment) [21], is a JAVA framework and toolkit for developing agents.

![Fig 2: Execution Flow of MapReduce Functionality on distributed Data Centers](image)

Data centers are monitoring with these steps: Monitoring, Analyzing, Planning, and Executing steps.

**Monitoring:** First, data centers are dynamic. New equipment is continuously added and existing equipment is often reconfigured or removed, the both kinds of changes to the supporting power, cooling, and network infrastructure. Similarly new equipment offers new capabilities and functions. Second, data centers and consolidation, the number of objects and measurement points within the data centers continues to grow. Data gathered from many sources. Data with different formats, published through several interfaces. The data collection engine that implements the elements of the interface communication associated with the data source. The communication interfaces gather a time stamp when corresponding item was recorded. Different timestamp sensors data is available at the data sources. The data collection and filtering agents is to filter the all incoming data streams already in the database. Filtering can reduces the amount of data is stored in database that leads to improving scalability.

**Analyzing:** Data analysis with mainly two functions is correlation and attributes behaviour. Attribute behaviour describes the values change over time and as well as the value of observed readings. Attribute behaviour analysis is useful to provide information to establish the filtering policies. Data correlation methods examine the other attributes and strength of correlations. This analysis is to determine the minimum set of control points to control the attributes.

**Planning:** Planning process [22] assigns the responsibilities, scheduling, configuring project management, and budgeting. Planning can be evaluated in five steps are defining IT parameters, developing system concept, determining user requirements, generating specification, and generate detailed design.

**Executing:** Executing process [23] assigns acquire and implement steps. In acquire step, gathering the equipments to execute like shipment and site co-ordination. In implement step, complete the execution by the assembly, installation of sub contracts, start-up, network integration and orientation and training phases.

**IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

This section is to evaluate the effectiveness of our analysis of workloads with MapReduce functionality across six data centers was mainly (1) calculated the overall response time of data center to processing the workloads. (2) Calculated the region response time of user requests in hourly base. (3) Calculated the data center request servicing times. (4) Finally calculated the total cost of Data center transferring data.
A. Response Time by Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User base</th>
<th>Avg (ms)</th>
<th>Min (ms)</th>
<th>Max (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>300.233</td>
<td>222.175</td>
<td>409.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>200.225</td>
<td>147.302</td>
<td>260.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>50.16</td>
<td>37.19</td>
<td>65.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>500.032</td>
<td>382.513</td>
<td>780.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>50.24</td>
<td>36.645</td>
<td>69.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>50.144</td>
<td>37.330</td>
<td>64.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 3: Response Time of User Requests in Locations

B. User’s hourly Response Time

Fig 4: Response Time of User Requests in hourly base

C. Data center request servicing time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Center</th>
<th>Avg (ms)</th>
<th>Min (ms)</th>
<th>Max (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>1.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>1.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC5</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC6</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1.343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5: User Request Servicing Time of Data center

D. Data center Loading

Fig 6: Data center Loading in hourly base
E. Cost of Data center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Center</th>
<th>VM Cost</th>
<th>Data Transfer Cost</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>13.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>14.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>15.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC5</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>18.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 7: Cost of Data center to handle User Requests

F. Total cost:

- Total virtual machine cost: $66.1
- Total data transfer cost: $21.57
- Grand total: $87.67

V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows the MapReduce framework can be used to execute the sequence of MapReduce jobs on distributed datasets across Data centers efficiently. MapReduce framework uses the DTG algorithm to perform the MapReduce jobs to minimize the cost and execution time. We believe our framework is also applicable to single Data centers also. In our framework, we can achieve the better performance results with MapReduce framework compared to earlier to execute the sequences of MapReduce Jobs.
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